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World English: Dark Horse (August 2023) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Daniel Chabon
Format: manuscript (Fall 2022)

Richard Corben

DEN

“The artist I most want to aspire to is Richard 
Corben. His style is visual and it tells the story just 
as you see it…my favorite is Corben. I love every-
thing he does, I love his stuff…he’s an amazing 
artist.” —Guillermo del Toro

Thrust into a bizarre fantasy world called Neverwhere, the muscular adventurer Den goes 
on an exotic adventure through ancient ruins meeting an evil queen, her sacrificial doppel-
ganger, bizarre lizard men, giant insects, and more strange and dangerous madness in this 
legendary saga brimming with horror, magic, and violence. 

This deluxe graphic novel will also be published in a hardcover format with a dust jacket, 
celebrating the 50th anniversary of the character. The art of Den: Neverwhere will be re-
stored by José Villarrubia, Corben’s long-time collaborator who will also write the foreword, 
re-lettered by Nate Piekos of Blambot, and include an introduction by comedian, actor, and 
writer, Patton Oswalt.

Richard Corben passed away in December 2020 but his work was much appreciated in life. 
He won numerous awards; most notably in 2018 he received the prestigious Grand Prix at 
Angoulême and in 2012 he was entered into the Will Eisner Hall of Fame.
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World English: Dark Horse (2023)
France: Delirium

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Daniel Chabon
Format: manuscript

Richard Corben
MURKY WORLD

“Richard Corben stands among us like an extra-
terrestrial peak. He has sat in his throne a long 
time, above the moving and multi-colored field 
of world comics, like an effigy of the leader, a 
strange monolith, a sublime visitor, a solitary 
enigma.” —Moebius

Collected completely in print for the first time, presented in a gorgeous hardcover with a 
dust jacket. In Murky World, Tugat the warrior wakes from a strange dream to find himself 
in a bizarre land populated by hungry deadlings, cruel necromancers, buxom cyclops, evil 
cults, and more as he sets off on a dangerous journey with his beloved horse Frix. This spe-
cial edition also includes an introduction by Hellboy creator Mike Mignola, Corben’s Dark 
Horse Presents one-shot, and never-before-seen bonus material.

“I’m so pleased and proud to share Corben art and stories with the world. It means so much 
to me to make his early works available in print again; and, I’m excited to share his new story 
that he poured all of his imagination and artistic vision into.  I’m incredibly proud of him 
as an artist and a person, and touched that his work means so much to so many.” - Dona 
Corben

Richard Corben passed away in December 2020 but his work was much appreciated in life. 
He won numerous awards; most notably in 2018 he received the prestigious Grand Prix at 
Angoulême and in 2012 he was entered into the Will Eisner Hall of Fame.
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World English: Running Press (June 2022) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Britny Brooks
Format: finished copies

Russ Frushtick & 
Sonny Ross
THE BOOK OF FUN: An      

Illustrated History of Having a 

Good Time

A vibrantly illustrated history of everything humans have invented to entertain ourselves, 
from Chess and Nintendo to Drag Queen Story Hour and Burning Man.

In The Book of Fun, Polygon co-founder Russ Frushtick divulges the hidden backstories and 
fascinating facts about popular video games, theme parks, festivals, sports, and more. With 
80+ digestible, entertaining entries, it’s not just fodder for dinner party conversation -- one 
might also discover a new pastime, be it jousting, stunt acting, cheese rolling, or Swedish 
Bunny Hopping.

For fans of pop-history, pop-science, and the many things mankind has invented to waste 
time, The Book of Fun explores: Board Games, Toys, Video Games, Theme Parks, Sports, 
Stunts, Festivals, Dressing Up, Roadside Attractions.

Russ Frushtick is the co-founder of Vox Media’s games vertical Polygon. He has covered video 
games and technology for over a decade, writing for The New York Times, Edge Magazine and 
The Verge. 

Sonny Ross is a freelance Illustrator based in the UK whose clients include The New York 
Times, The Washington Post, The Guardian, Google, Polygon, and many others.
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World English: Comixology/Dark Horse (February 
2022)
Brazil: Intrinseca
France: Urban Comics
Spain: Astiberri

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Chip Mosher/Daniel Chabon
Format: manuscript

Jeff Lemire & 
Jock
SNOW ANGELS

Milliken and Mae have never left The Trench 
-- it’s all they’ve ever known. They were born in 
The Trench, and they’ll die there, just like all their 
people do. The two girls, eight and eleven, are a 
part of The Trenchfolk, a sprawling settlement of 
people living inside the massive ice walls of a vast, seemingly endless frozen trench carved 
into the surface of an otherwise icy wasteland. The Trenchfolk survive in this hostile world 
by following The Three Testaments of The Trench -- golden rules repeated like a mantra 
from birth to death:

1. YOU MUST NEVER LEAVE THE TRENCH.

2. THE TRENCH PROVIDES.

3. THE TRENCH IS ENDLESS.

Milli and Mae don’t really know how their people came to live here. No one does, not even 
their wise and gentle Father. On Milliken’s twelfth birthday, their father takes the two girls on 
an overnight skate down the trench -- a coming-of-age ritual to teach them how to fish the 
frozen river, how to hunt the wild Trenchdogs that wander its frigid banks, and how to give 
proper thanks to their frozen Gods -- The Colden Ones. It’s the trip of a lifetime until the girls 
push beyond the borders of their humble land and awaken the Trench’s deadly defender...
The Snowman! What follows next is an action-packed story of survival, loss and redemption.

Jeff Lemire is the creator of the acclaimed graphic novels Sweet Tooth, Essex County, The 
Underwater Welder and Trillium, as well as the sci-fi series Descender and Ascender for Image 
Comics, with Dustin Nguyen; and the Eisner Award-winning Black Hammer series for Dark 
Horse Comics, with Dean Ormston.
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Elizabeth Pich & 
Jonathan Kunz
A JOB IS A JOB

“Hilarious, morbid, and sometimes oddly 
touching...among the best of the best in mod-
ern comics. You’ll be laughing out loud.” — 
Sarah Andersen, creator of Sarah’s Scribbles

A Job is A Job is an adult picture book based on a viral comic about weighing work-life balance 
in favor of life. 

Pich & Kunz gently remind readers to keep some perspective when they rise in the morning 
to grind away at their job. The book is eminently giftable and would be perfect for those who 
have recently left their job to pursue other passions, the resident workaholic in the family, 
or even a college student preparing to enter the workforce for the first time.  

Elizabeth Pich and Jonathan Kunz met in art school while trying to find the best way to dis-
appoint their parents. Bounded by fate and an obsession for carrot cake and alien movies, 
they started a simple blog that quickly became what we now know as one of the most influ-
ential webcomics in the entire universe.

In 2020, just in time for a global pandemic, their debut book War and Peas: Funny Comics 
for Dirty Lovers was released by Andrews McMeel Universal and translated to three more 
languages in the following months.

World English: Andrews McMeel (Fall 2023) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Lucas Wetzel
Format: proposal
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World English: Silver Sprocket (February 2023) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Avi Ehrlich
Format: proposal

Rosemary 
Valero-O’Connell
GOLDEN RECORD

A collection of illustrated poetry, an elevated 
chapbook in which the poems are as important a 
component as the artwork. 

The content will be in the same vein as that of 
Dessa’s Spiralbound or Richard Siken’s Crush, 
where the autobiographical blends with the allegorical and the personal with the mythic. 
It will deal with themes of longing, heartbreak, emotional upheaval, the body as a site and 
extension of its traumas, but also of the preciousness of the connections that exist between 
human beings. The illustrations will serve to augment and complement the writing, and 
their marriage will result in a lovingly crafted art object that is both beautiful to read and to 
behold. 

Rosemary Valero-O’Connell is a Spanish-American cartoonist whose debut graphic novel, a 
collaboration with New York Times bestselling author Mariko Tamaki entitled Laura Dean 
Keeps Breaking Up With Me, earned her awards across the comic and literary landscape, 
and her subsequent solo graphic novel Don’t Go Without Me has received similar acclaim. 
At 26 she has already been the recipient of three Eisner awards, a Harvey award, a Walter 
award, a Prism award, and a Printz honor, and has been nominated for both a LAMBDA 
and GLAAD award. She has also received four Ignatz awards, making her the only person to 
have ever won the Ignatz for Outstanding Artist twice aside from acclaimed cartoonist Jaime 
Hernandez, and the only one to have ever won it two consecutive years in a row. 
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North American: Quill Tree (March 2022) Agent: Stephen Barbara
Editor: Karen Chaplin
Format: manuscript

Ethan Aldridge
LEGEND OF BRIGHTBLADE

“Ethan’s bright, beautifully expressive watercol-
ors make this joyful, heartfelt, and immensely 
charming adventure SING!” -- Carey Pietsch, 
co-author of the #1 New York Times bestselling 
The Adventure Zone series

A young prince must learn to be his own kind of hero in this stand-alone graphic novel from 
the acclaimed creator of the Estranged duology. Perfect for fans of the Amulet series and The 
Witch Boy.

Young Prince Alto dreams of being a hero like his mother, the Lady Brightblade. Her well-
known legend was woven into stories by the magical bard who fought by her side.

The kingdom may be at peace now, but Alto believes that the world still needs heroes. He 
has been learning the bard’s magic, and has grown restless with royal life. Determined to 
have an adventure of his own, Alto runs away from the palace.

On his journey, he finds himself making new friends and encountering new and exciting 
magic. But when he discovers that there are dangers threatening the kingdom, Alto realizes 
that he might not be able to handle them alone—and making his mark as a hero is harder 
than the stories made it seem.

Ethan M. Aldridge is a New York Times bestselling illustrator and author. He was raised in a 
very small town in Utah. Growing up, his favorite things to draw were monsters and whatev-
er dinosaur he liked that week. He now does more or less the same thing for a living. Ethan 
lives in New York City with his husband, Matthew, and their dog, Kitsune.
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World English: Simon & Schuster (Fall 2024) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Krista Vitola
Format: proposal

J.D. Amato &    
Sophie Morse
SUBURBATOPIA

A middle grade graphic novel about Fred, lonely 
middle-schooler and new kid in a town where an 
ongoing capture the flag game that has divided 
the town for decades. The book is essentially The 
Cardboard Kingdom meets the Jon Hamm comedy 
Tag. 

As Fred soon learns, the game has its own history, laws, and institutions—from elaborate 
castle-like bases, dreary prisons, and kid-run saloons, to an (allegedly) neutral council of 
home-schooled kids that preside over any breaches of the rules of engagement. 

The two competing forces are known as Northlake and Southlake and they are separated 
by a stream that runs through the middle of town. But this unending war is not just about 
winning, it’s also about declaring where you and your friends want to fit into the world, 
much like the rivalry between the rich Sunnyvalers and the misfit Shadysiders in RL Stine’s 
“Fear Street.”

When Fred declares for Southlake, will he bring the energy that he and his new friends 
need to capture the Northlake flag, or will he just become another kid stuck in the endless 
conflict?

J.D. Amato is a writer, director, and executive producer for film and television, best known 
as the showrunner and director of the McElroy Brothers’  MY BROTHER, MY BROTHER, AND 
ME (NBCU), writer and director of NOBODY PANIC (HBO Max), and director and Co-Executive 
producer for Colin Quinn’s Netflix special THE NEW YORK STORY. 

Sophie Morse is an illustrator based in Boston. This is their first book together, and, well, 
their first book period.
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World English: Scholastic (2024) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Maya Marlette
Format: proposal

Jules Bakes & 
Niki Smith
SEA LEGS

A middle-grade graphic memoir by Jules Bakes 
and illustrated by Niki Smith, about a nine-year-
old girl who is a liveaboard - that is, she lives with 
her family on a schooner the size of a school bus. 
Think of it as Turtle in Paradise meets “The Voyage 
of the Mimi.” 

It’s 1994 and Janey’s family is finally getting ready, after years of planning, to set sail for 
the Caribbean. The only problem? Janey must leave third grade, her life, her friends, and 
the entire country behind for new adventures - coral reefs, mangrove forests, blue holes, 
colorful markets and new cultures, islands as sparkling and faceted and individual as scat-
tered gems. Life at sea is generally pretty exhilarating but there’s one major downside: when 
you’re raising anchor every few days with sights on a new harbor, it’s almost impossible to 
make and keep new friends. 

When Janey’s parents decide to stop in St. Thomas for a year, Janey meets the cool and aloof 
Astrid – a fellow boat kid a few years her senior who’s equally starved for friendship. But 
Astrid, who has a difficult home life, can be a challenging friend to navigate, even without 
the anxieties of hurricane season, which has only just begun...

Niki Smith is an American cartoonist who now lives in Munich with her wife. Her debut 
middle grade title, The Deep & Dark Blue, received two starred reviews and her next graphic 
novel, The Golden Hour, published earlier last year to critical acclaim. 

Jules Bakes moved aboard the Merimaid (a forty-two-foot schooner built by her parents) at 
seven years old, and spent her childhood traveling the US eastern seaboard and Caribbean, 
largely homeschooled. Now, she works in Fellowships at Yale University and is a member 
of New Haven’s Never-Ending Books collective, among other pursuits. She lives in Hamden, 
Connecticut with her husband and two deranged dogs. This is her first graphic novel.
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World English: HarperAlley (Winter 2024) Agent: Jessica Mileo & Charlie Olsen
Editor: Andrew Arnold
Format: script

Christof 
Bogacs & 
Hannah Krieger
EARTH TO CHRIS 

CLEEVY

Chris Cleevy is convinced his mom’s new boyfriend, Phil, is an alien in disguise. He’s not the 
good kind, either. He’s a Soth, an ancient tentacle-faced race that seeks to enslave humanity. 

Fortunately, Chris knows what to do: if he can find proof of Phil’s extra-terrestrial heritage, 
he can warn the government. But to do that, he has to keep him around. 

Whether Chris likes it or not, it looks like Phil is going to be a part of his and his Mom’s life. 

The story follows 8-year-old Chris as he navigates OCD and his relationship with his Mom 
and Mom’s new boyfriend, Phil. Thanks to his OCD and an overactive imagination, Chris truly 
believes that he is all that stands between humanity and an army of horrific alien invaders. 

As Chris searches for evidence of Phil’s nefarious plans, his OCD worsens and he realizes 
that the things he’s doing to protect himself might just be making everything worse.

Christof Bogacs is a content, comic and video game writer. His previous clients include 
Image Comics, HarperCollins, Dark Horse, Gestalt Comics, A Wave Blue World, and Institute 
of Games.

Hannah Krieger is a cartoonist and illustrator based in Fayetteville, North Carolina and the 
co-author of All My Friends Are Ghosts with SM Vidaurri (BOOM! Studios, 2020). She acquired 
her BFA in Illustration from School of Visual Arts in May 2014. She is the creator of the web-
comics “Psychic Mansion” and “Camodad”.
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World English: HarperCollins (August 2022) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Megan Ilnitzki
Format: manuscript

Cullen Bunn & 
Cat Farris
UP TO NO GHOUL

The Ghoul Next Door was a Junior Library Guild 
Gold Standard Selection and a Kids’ Indie Next 
List pick.

In this thrilling and spooky middle grade graphic novel companion to The Ghoul Next Door 
by New York Times bestselling author Cullen Bunn and Cat Farris, Lavinia and Grey team up 
again to solve the town’s mystery. 

Ever wake up in the middle of the night to awful nightmares about vampires?

When a mysterious blood bank rolls into town, Grey can’t help but get an eerie feeling. Could 
it be linked to his nightmares about vampires? After some investigating, Grey learns it’s 
something more sinister than he could ever imagine . . . and there’s only one creature who 
can help him—Lavinia.

Despite the fact they are forbidden to talk to one another again, this spooky mystery is big-
ger than any promises between the ghouls and humans. This fun, lightly spooky adventure 
is a good Halloween read but is also the perfect graphic novel read all year round. It’s a won-
derful escape from everyday life, providing readers with a good scare and plenty of laughter.

Cullen Bunn is the New York Times bestselling writer of The Sixth Gun, Harrow County, Bone 
Parish, and Dark Ark series; Bunn has written for Marvel, DC, Valiant, and many others. Bunn 
considers himself a lucky husband and father, and was once the world’s youngest hypnotist.

Cat Farris is a native Portlander, an artist, and pretty sure she’s just making this up as she 
goes along. She is supported in this venture by the world’s most beautiful husband, the lazi-
est greyhound, and an all-star cast of Helioscope studiomates. She has done art for various 
comics publishers, including Oni Press, Dark Horse Comics, and IDW Publishing. 
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World English: Andrews McMeel (2024)
ANZ: Penguin Australia (2024)

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Lucas Wetzel (US) & Zoe Walton (ANZ)
Format: proposal

Li Chen
DETECTIVE BEANS and the 

Case of the Missing Hat

The debut middle grade graphic novel of Li Chen, 
who first debuted the character in “Cat Town,” and 
offshoot of her hit online comic “Extra Ordinary.”  

Detective Beans is a hardboiled detective and the 
square-jawed leading man. (Oh, and in case we 
forgot to mention. Beans is also a cute, cuddly little kitten.)

The morning after a night of detective movies and science homework with his mum and 
his best friend Biscuits, Beans’ notices that yet again someone has been leaving sinisterly 
encouraging post-its all over his room again. Bone-chilling notes like “Go Beans!” on his 
notebook or the a diabolical “This is great!” on his not-so-great homework. Mum swears it’s 
not her, but since they’re the only ones in the house who else could it be? 

Beans decides to get to the bottom if it, so he puts on his tie and brown trench coat, and 
reaches for the pièce de résistance: his detective hat. But - GASP - it’s not there!

Beans shovels in his breakfast, grabs a photo of the hat, and sets out to shake down a town 
full of suspicious ne’er-do-wells and maybe grab some snacks along the way. 

Li Chen was born in Beijing, China and moved to New Zealand when she was five (with her 
parents, not as a solo child explorer, that’s not allowed). She’s always loved drawing and has 
been working as a full-time comic artist since 2012. Apart from “Cat Town,” Li also makes a 
weekly webcomic called Extra Ordinary (exocomics.com), where she has slightly odd daily 
adventures with a gang of animals and a robot.
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World English: Simon & Schuster (Fall 2023) Agent: Charlie Olsen & Maria Vicente @ PS Literary
Editor: Celia Sun
Format: proposal

Stephanie Cooke & 
Whitney Gardner
THE RACC PACK

A fun (and funny) middle grade graphic novel 
about a scrappy family of raccoons who decide 
to pull off the heist of all heists: breaking into the 
dumpster of a Whole Foods. Think The Fantastic 
Mr. Fox meets Lumberjanes.

When a group of raccoon siblings—including a possum that thinks it’s a raccoon—discover 
that their local Whole Fo- ahem, Whole Bean, discards a treasure trove of food in its extra 
large dumpster, they’re overjoyed. But the greedy store manager refuses to let anyone, 
especially “vermin” like raccoons, have the abandoned goods and catches our heroes Dusty, 
ReRe and Scraps in a trap. 

Waiting for pest control, the trio are freed by a street-smart convenience store cat named 
Jelly Beans who brings them in on a plan: she’s had her eye on that heavily-protected dump-
ster too and with the help of their sticky little paws, they’re going to break it wide open so 
that every rodent in the neighborhood will have enough to last the winter. (And for the 
bragging rights, naturally.) 

Stephanie Cooke is an award-nominated writer and editor based out of Toronto, Canada. 
Her debut graphic novel Oh My Gods! published in January. 

Whitney Gardner is an author, illustrator, and cartoonist living by the Salish Sea with her 
husband and two pugs. She is the author of the prose YA novels You’re Welcome, Universe 
and Chaotic Good, the cartoonist who created Fake Blood and Long Distance, and the illustra-
tor for Debbie Levy’s Becoming RBG.
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World English: HarperAlley (2024) Agent: Charlie Olsenn
Editor: Rose Pleuler
Format: proposal

Coco Fox
RIGHT TO LEFT

A full-color middle grade graphic memoir about a 
sixth grader who is determined to make friends 
and make it on her school’s basketball team—
even after she breaks her right hand is forced to 
learn to play with her left.

Coco thinks that if she can be the best player then 
Maddie will stop picking on her and Coco will get 
to be friends with all the players on the team. After a game in which the team get getting 
fouls for making bad blocks, Coach wants to show a clean block vs. a bad block. Coco volun-
teers, shoots her layup, and Coach chops his arm down...SNAP! Coco’s wrist breaks!

When she gets out of the hospital (literally armed with a pink cast) Coco tells Coach she still 
wants to be part of the team by learning to play with her left. Will she be able to rise to the 
challenge or will she just be a liability to the team and disappoint her new friends? 

Right to Left is illustrated with a light, whimsical line that looks kind of like “Diary of Wimpy 
Kid” if it was first serialized as a New Yorker cartoon. Apart from the light and easy art style, 
young readers will surely delight in the humor and sincerity of Coco’s voice, and root for her 
to win the championship and make friends with everyone.

Coco Fox got her MFA from the Center for Cartoon Studies and recently worked in the cam-
era & art department on Wes Anderson’s “The French Dispatch,” which she documented as a 
diary comic. Coco is currently drawing an educational dinosaur comic with The Indianapolis 
Children’s Museum. This is her first graphic novel.
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World English: Random House Graphic (2022) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Whitney Leopard
Format: book

Paulina 
Ganucheau
LEMON BIRD CAN HELP!

Featuring endearingly rounded characters, this 
delightful, colorful graphic novel makes an excel-
lent introduction to the format for adults to read 
with young children...a cornucopia of wholesome 
cuteness. --Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

When a small lemon shaped bird and her pumpkin dog friend are lost on their journey 
home, it doesn’t stop them from reaching out and helping all the new friends they meet on 
their way! A chapter book middle grade novel about friendship and the unlimited power of 
kindess for fans of Narwhal and Jelly.

Lemon Bird and her new best friend, Pupkin, are lost!

It will take some quick thinking, and the help of those they meet on the way, to help these 
two friends make it back to their home. It’s not long before Lemon Bird and Pupkin realize 
they can help those in need as well! After all, they may be lost but that doesn’t mean they 
can’t be a good friend.

Paulina Ganucheau is a comic artist and illustrator based in Maryland. She graduated from 
the Savannah College of Art and design with a BFA in sequential art. She is the co-creator of 
Zodiac Starforce and Another Castle. Her hobbies include watching pro-wrestling, cloud pho-
tography and following cats on Instagram. You can follow her online at @PlinaGanucheau.
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World English: Versify (2023) Agent: Charlie Olsen & Brandi Bowles @ UTA
Editor: Monica Perez
Format: manuscript

Karina Garcia, 
Kevin Panetta, & 
Niki Smith
SLIME SHOP

A middle grade graphic novel collaboration be-
tween viral “Slimetube” queen Karina Garcia 
and critically acclaimed graphic novelists Kevin 
Panetta and Niki Smith. 

(What is Slimetube you might ask? Ask a kid. Karina’s slime-making videos have been viewed 
over 20 million times and she regularly tours the United States to meet her fans.) 

Bailey is a twelve-year-old girl who is also a business owner, running a small slime shop out 
of her bedroom. With the help of her sister and their best friend, Bailey makes all kinds of 
different slime—gloopy, fluffy, crunchy, glittery, and many more—and ships them to loving 
homes all around the world…but what Bailey doesn’t know is that when she’s not around, 
the slimes come to life! 

The slimes love to play games and have parties, and they’re excited for Bailey and how her 
shop is going. Well, most of them are, anyway...a crusty old slime, Boris, says Bailey is send-
ing slimes to their doom and he is bent on destroying Bailey’s business. The slimes, led by 
a glittery pink slime named Poppy, decide to set out on a quest to prove Boris wrong. Their 
journey takes them out of the slime shop and into a big, scary unknown world where Poppy 
will have to learn to work with others if she wants to make it back home and prove that 
Bailey is only trying to make kids—and their slimes—happy. 

Karina Garcia is without question the Slime Queen of YouTube, 9.1 million subscribers, $100 
million+ a year in product sales, and a previous book of slime recipes that sold over 200k 
copies. Kevin Panetta is a DC-based comic book and graphic novel writer, and the writer of 
the critically and commercially successful graphic novel Bloom, among others. Niki Smith is 
an American cartoonist who now lives in Munich with her wife. Her debut middle grade title, 
The Deep & Dark Blue, received two starred reviews and her next graphic novel, The Golden 
Hour, published earlier last year to critical acclaim. 
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World English: Clarion (2024)
ANZ: Hardie Grant

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Kait Feldmann
Format: proposal

Gus Gordon
INTO THE BEWILDERNESS

Acclaimed Australian illustrator Gus Gordon’s 
middle grade graphic novel debut, about an un-
likely duo - a bear and a mole - who venture forth 
to go see a musical in the City

Luis (a bear, pronounced loo-wee) and his friend 
Pablo (a crabby mole) are a thoughtful pair, ever 
pondering the mysteries of life in the wilderness: 
“Where does the sun go?,” “Why am I always hungry?,”  “Why are squirrels so chippy?” 

One day, bored with forest life and the fare from the home delivery meal service that some-
how always manages to find them, Luis and Pablo realize their lives are missing something: 
Culture, with a capital C. They decide they must head into the City to find it. Specifically, a 
performance of “The Little Mermaid.”  

With silly revelations and musical interludes spotted throughout (sort of like a school play 
that’s so bad, it’s kind of good) their journey, Luis and Pablo find their way to the City with 
the help of their friends: a bewildered Bigfoot, two perpetually paranoid wolves, an all-see-
ing owl, and assorted annoying squirrels. 

Gus Gordon is a writer and illustrator of books for small people, and older people who 
like small people’s books. His works include I Am Cow, Hear Me Moo!, Herman and Rosie, 
Somewhere Else, The Last Peach, and most recently Finding Francois. Gus lives with his wife 
and three kids in the Northern Beaches of Sydney, Australia.
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World English: First Second (September 2022) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Robyn Chapman
Format: book

Alex Graudins
IMPROVE: How I Discovered 

Improv and Conquered Social 

Anxiety

“Graudins’ cartoons help break down the aca-
demic concepts without being patronizing and, 
happily, while making learning fun. A particularly 
well-executed and thought-provoking installment 
in this reliable nonfiction series.” ―Booklist, starred review of Science Comics: The Brain

A memoir about the author’s efforts to overcome her social anxiety by learning improv 
comedy.

Alex has crippling social anxiety. All day long, she is trapped in a web of negative thoughts 
and paralyzing fear. To pull herself free of this endless cycle, Alex does something truly ter-
rifying: She signs up for an improv comedy class. By forcing herself to play silly games and 
act out ridiculous scenes, Alex confronts the unbearable weight of embarrassment, makes 
new friends, rediscovers parts of herself that she’d hidden away, and ultimately faces her 
greatest fear by performing onstage for all to see.

Alex Graudins is the cartoonist behind Science Comics: The Brain and History Comics: The Great 
Chicago Fire. Currently hiding out in li’l Rhode Island, she holds a BFA in cartooning from the 
School of Visual Arts and has done work for sites like The Nib and CollegeHumor. She has a 
penchant for memoirs and narratives that tackle the topics of anxiety and friendship.
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World English: Graphic Universe (2022) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Greg Hunter
Format: manuscript

Haiko Hörnig & 
Marius Pawlitza
A HOUSE DIVIDED: The Lost 

Daughter

Howl’s Moving Castle meets Delilah Dirk and the 
Turkish Lieutenant

Henrietta Achilles is making her last stand.

As mysterious stone warriors invade Henrietta’s inherited home, she’ll use the last traces 
of the house’s magic to protect the friends around her. But even if she survives the battle, 
nothing can prepare her for the shocking returns of two figures from her past . . .

Haiko Hörnig is a writer of screenplays and graphic novels. He lives in Frankfurt, Germany, 
where he writes for various clients and works with Marius Pawlitza on their fantasy series A 
House Divided.

Marius Pawlitza was born in Königshütte, Poland but grew up in Ludwigshafen, Germany 
with comics and video games. After studying communication design in Mainz he started his 
first job in an advertisement agency. Today he lives in Frankfurt, draws comics and works as 
a freelance illustrator and art director.
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World English: Katherine Tegen (June 2022) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Ben Rosenthal
Format: book

Yehudi Mercado
CHUNKY GOES TO CAMP

“Relatable insights into the life of a child who 
is eager to fit in but also coming into his sense 
of self, sometimes with the help of adults and 
sometimes in spite of them. A compelling coming-
of-age memoir.” -- School Library Journal, starred 
review

In Yehudi Mercado’s full-color middle grade graphic memoir sequel to Chunky, Hudi and his 
imaginary friend, Chunky, head to Jewish summer camp, where the dynamic duo meet a 
new friend who can see Chunky, too, and get mixed up in a prank war. This series is perfect 
for fans of Raina Telgemeier and Jerry Craft. 

Hudi finally embraced his love of art and comedy, but his class clown antics keep getting him 
in trouble. After Hudi’s artwork lands him in detention again, his parents decide a change is 
needed when summer arrives, and they sentence him to four weeks at summer camp.

Hudi is hesitant about Camp Green—a Jewish sleepaway camp in the blazing Texas des-
ert. At least he still has Chunky. Then Hudi meets Pepe, a fellow camper who’s also Latinx, 
Jewish, and a comedian like Hudi, and who—get this—can also see Chunky! What?! The rest 
of Hudi’s bunkmates are also a motley crew of misfits. Has Hudi finally found his people?

This new friendship with Pepe leads Hudi and Chunky into all kinds of hijinks, including a 
prank war with a few rival campers: the rich, preppy trio of Joshes. Hudi soon realizes that 
Pepe is driven by more than just making people laugh and he’s not telling Hudi the truth. As 
the pranks escalate further than Hudi wants, he’s at risk of getting labeled a troublemaker 
again—can Chunky help Hudi save this new friendship? Or will it flame out?

Yehudi Mercado is a former pizza delivery driver and art director for Disney Interactive. 
He is currently a writer-artist-animator living in Los Angeles. His books include Chunky, 
Pantalones, TX, Hero Hotel, Rocket Salvage, and Sci-Fu. He was a storyboard artist on DC 
Super Hero Girls animated series. He has written and illustrated licensed comics for The 
Amazing World of Gumball, Uncle Grandpa, and Garfield. He is currently writing a narrative 
podcast for the Pinna network.
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World English: Random House Graphic 
(September 2022)

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Whitney Leopard
Format: book

Dave Scheidt & 
Miranda Harmon
MAYOR GOOD BOY GOES 

HOLLYWOOD

“Mayor Good Boy will make you sit, stay, and roll 
over with laughter!” --John Patrick Green, creator 
of the New York Times bestselling InvestiGators 
series

Our favorite dog is back! Mayor Good Boy has gone from the first dog mayor of Greenwood 
. . . to the first dog mayor on the silver screen! In this second series installment, a very good 
dog is going to see his name in lights--one hilarious take at a time.

The script is in . . . and Mayor Good Boy is going to the movies!

Mayor Good Boy is starring in his very own movie, set in his very own town, Greenwood. Too 
bad some crooks are out to steal the show! Don’t worry—interns Abby and Aaron are ready 
to help out. With items around town going missing and pizzas being stolen, will the mayor 
be able to save the day—and his movie—before it’s too late?

Dave Scheidt is a radical dude from Chicago. When he’s not writing comic books, he enjoys 
eating pizza. 

Miranda Harmon lives in Los Angeles. She works in animation, and Mayor Good Boy was her 
debut graphic novel.
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World English: First Second (2022)
France: Dargaud

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Mark Siegel
Format: book

Jake Wyatt &
Choo
THE WELL

“Matter-of-fact queer representation and lush, 
manga-inspired artwork set it apart...a top pick 
for teen readers who liked Tillie Walden’s On a 
Sunbeam.” ―Booklist, starred review

A fantasy graphic novel about Lizzy, a girl who gets cursed by a wishing well, and her adven-
ture to grant three wishes in order to break free.

Li-Zhen’s life on the archipelago is simple. Known to friends and family as Lizzy, she takes 
care of her grandfather and their goats, she flirts with the woman who helps row the ferry, 
and she stays away from the fog that comes in the night―and the monsters hiding within it.

But Lizzy’s life comes apart when she steals a handful of coins from a sacred well to cover 
a debt. The well requires repayment, but it doesn’t deal in coins. It needs wishes, and its 
minions will drown Lizzy in its depths if she doesn’t grant them. Lizzy finds herself on a quest 
to uncover hidden memories, bestow great wealth, and face the magical secrets that nearly 
destroyed her family―and are now returning to threaten everything she has ever known.

In this breathtaking graphic novel, Jake Wyatt and Choo have created a modern fable based 
on magic and family secrets, exploring the power―and limits―of wishes.

Jake Wyatt lives outside Los Angeles with the love of his life, Kathryn, and their son. He 
writes, draws, and produces television for a living. He writes and draws comics in particular, 
because he loves them. He enjoys hiking, rowboats, forests, and the company of animals.

Choo is an illustrator and comic artist based in Melbourn, Australia. Choo is also a horror 
enthusiast and struggling bread baker.
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World English: HarperAlley (June 2023) Agent: Jessica Mileo
Editor: Carolina Ortiz
Format: manuscript

Julio Anta & 
Jacoby Salcedo
FRONTERA

Lost in the Sonoran Desert, the odds are stacked against Mateo 
as he attempts to survive the trek that will take him from Mexico to the United States. With 
its hostile temperatures and inhabitants, the deadly terrain is teeming with danger, and 
Mateo’s one chance at success may be putting his trust in something, or rather someone, 
that he isn’t even sure exists.

If you’d asked him if ghosts were real before he found  himself face-to-face with one, Mateo 
wouldn’t have even considered it. But now, confronted with the nearly undeniable presence 
of Guillermo, who’s spent his afterlife guiding migrants to safety, a ghost may be his only 
shot at surviving. As his journey stretches on, Mateo will have to decide exactly what and 
who he’s willing to sacrifice to find home.

• Perfect for fans of They Called Us Enemy and Persepolis

• A first-of-its-kind supernatural border adventure that speaks to the realities of deportation

• Drawn from both of the creators’ personal family histories, it captures a wholly American 
story of both immigration and the search for home

Julio Anta is an author from Miami, known for his comic book series Home. He currently  
resides in New York City, where he works to tell narratively rich stories about diverse Latinx  
characters for readers of all ages. This is his debut graphic novel.  Visit him at julioanta.com.

Jacoby Salcedo  is a comic book artist who works day and night from his bed in Portland, 
Oregon. He has published multiple short stories with frequent collaborator Julio Anta, and is 
the cocreator of the Dark Horse Comics miniseries It’s Only Teenage Wasteland. You can keep 
up with his work on Instagram and Twitter @notjacoby or visit him at jacobysalcedoart.com.
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World English: Simon & Schuster (September 2022)
France: Sarbacane

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Julia McCarthy
Format: book

Dave Baker & 
Nicole Goux
FOREST HILLS BOOTLEG 

SOCIETY

“A witty and absorbing examination of a commu-
nity’s painful experiences with loneliness, queer 
romance, and strangely bewitching anime. An 
evocative, tender, character-driven coming-of-age 
story.” --Kirkus Reviews

Set in 2005, this gorgeously illustrated, funny, and honest graphic novel follows four teens 
who stumble into an illicit anime DVD-burning business that shakes up their conservative 
small town…and their friendship.

When Brooke, Kelly, Maggie, and Melissa buy a bootleg anime DVD at a gas station, they get 
much more than they bargained for with Super Love XL, a risqué move featuring—among 
other things—a giant mecha who shoots lasers out of her chest. The four girls are horrified 
(and maybe a little fascinated). That’s when they have the idea to sell copies to local boys at 
their extremely conservative Christian school…for twenty dollars a pop.

At first, everything goes perfectly, with the friends raking in cash—pretty soon they’ll even 
have enough money to buy the matching jackets they’ve always dreamed of! But as the 
market for mildly titillating anime DVDs grows, the girls realize they’ll need new material. 
Tension grows as Brooke and Kelly’s romance is on its last legs, and hurt feelings are guaran-
teed when Melissa starts falling for one of them. Will the four girls’ shared history be strong 
enough to see them through this upheaval? Or will they learn that some things can only end 
in heartbreak?

Dave Baker (he/him) has written everything from infomercials to feature films. He’s worked 
for companies such as 20th Century Fox Home Entertainment, Universal, and Disney XD. He 
also writes the comic books Suicide Forest, F*ck Off Squad, Teenage Switchblade, This Is Not a 
Girl Gang, and Professor Cuties. Nicole Goux (she/her) is an illustrator and cartoonist from 
Los Angeles. 
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World English: HarperAlley (September 2022) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Andrew Arnold
Format: book

Matthew Bogart & 
Jesse Holden
INCREDIBLE DOOM vol 2

“A thrilling tale of found family discovered be-
tween lines of code.”—Sara Alfageeh, co-creator 
of Squire

WELCOME TO EVOL HOUSE…

It may look to the unwitting outsider like a broken-down ranch house in the Ohio suburbs—
but to those in the know, Evol House is the unexpected sanctuary of truant teens, punk 
rockers, nerds, and outcasts. At least, that’s what it’s supposed to be. Lately, it feels like 
everything’s falling apart.

In this thrilling sequel to graphic novel Incredible Doom: Volume 1, Samir finds that life as 
a teenage runaway isn’t all he thought it would be; Allison spirals trying to impress her new 
“friends”, Tina considers leaving town to follow a passionate new connection; and Richard 
faces down a volatile classmate with a score to settle.

Can these friendships, forged on the internet—the most controversial tool of the modern 
era—survive the “real world”… or will they drop like a bad connection?

Matthew Bogart is a cartoonist living in Portland, Oregon. He makes slice of life comics and 
has been a member of the XOXO Outpost creative community, was a cofounder of Couch 
Gallery, and has been publishing comics since he was ten and his father let him loose on the 
office photocopier.

Jesse Holden is a Portland-based writer, designer, and creative collaborator on comics, nov-
els, podcasts, and video games. He ruined his wrist for a week drawing his first twenty-four-
hour comic in 1999, and now appreciates developing the stories and letting more talented 
people do the illustration.
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North America: HarperCollins (January 2024)
Italy: HarperCollins Italy
Spain: Editorial Planeta
UK: Simon & Schuster UK

Agent: Jessica Mileo
Editor: Harriet Low
Format: manuscript

Hari Conner
I SHALL NEVER FALL IN LOVE

I Shall Never Fall In Love is an #ownvoices trans/non-bina- r y 
YA historical romance set in early 19th century England that reads like Heartstopper meets 
Bridgerton.

George (born Georgiana) is trying to ignore the fact that they’re desperately in love with their 
best friend, Eleanor. They should be focusing on taking over the failing family estate when 
they turn 18, and avoiding their aunt’s engagement schemes - if anyone finds out they’re 
pining hopelessly over a girl or dressing in men’s clothes in secret, it would only make things 
harder. George has always kept their feelings and struggle with gender identity hidden, 
and thinks they have to keep it that way. Oblivious to George’s real feelings, and her own, 
Eleanor has never met a boy she was interested in, blithely unaware that her romantic in-
terests might lie elsewhere. While Eleanor wishes things could stay the same - never having 
to think about boys,  money or confront uncomfortable truths about her privileged place in 
society - everything is changing fast, and George seems to be growing up without her.

When a mysterious young gentleman arrives in town and shows an interest in Eleanor, ev-
eryone assumes she’s finally attracted a serious suitor. George will have to face their feel-
ings before it’s too late.

Hari Conner is a transmasc / non-binary comic artist who lives in London with too many 
books. Hari is the author of the multi-award-winning LGBT romance comic Finding Home, 
the choose-your-own-path book Into the Dungeon (2020, Andrews McMeel) and the illustra-
tor for The Adventure Zone Game. Hari draws a lot of nature, drama and queer longing, and 
loves making the kind of books they wish they’d been able to read as a child.
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World English: HarperCollins (March 2022)
Brazil: Universo dos Livros 
France: Glenat
Saudi Arabia: Raff

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Dave Linker
Format: manuscript

Alicia Keys, 
Andrew Weiner & 
Brittney Williams
GIRL ON FIRE

“An action-packed tale for those thirsty for more 
superhero stories.” -- Kirkus Reviews

From New York Times bestselling author and 15-time GRAMMY® Award-winning artist Alicia 
Keys comes a new authentic and poignant coming-of-age young adult graphic novel, about 
finding the strength within when your whole world changes in an instant.

Lolo Wright always thought she was just a regular fourteen-year-old dealing with regular 
family drama: her brother, James, is struggling with his studies; her dad’s business con-
stantly teeters on the edge of trouble; and her mother . . . she left long ago. But then Lolo’s 
world explodes when a cop pulls a gun on James in a dangerous case of mistaken identities. 
Staring down the barrel, with no one else to help, Lolo discovers powers she never knew she 
had. Using only her mind, she literally throws the cop out of the way.

Problem is that secrets like Lolo’s don’t stay a secret for long. Skin, a dangerous dealer with 
designs on taking over the neighborhood, hears of Lolo’s telekinetic abilities and decides 
that he needs her in his crew. Skin might not have Lolo’s powers, but he’s got nothing to lose 
and is willing to do whatever it takes to get what he wants. And what he wants is Lolo.

Lolo’s not willing to let Skin use her to hurt the people—and neighborhood—that she loves. 
But it’s going to take a whole different kind of bravery to stand-up for what’s right, especially 
after Lolo’s mom returns suddenly and turns Lolo’s whole world upside-down. For too long, 
it’s true, Lolo’s had her head in the clouds, but this time, it’s on her . . . and she’s not backing 
down.
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World English: Penguin Workshop (April 2023) Agent: Charlie Olsen & Seth Fishman @ Gernert
Editor: Rachel Sonis
Format: manuscript

Ryan North & 
Erica Henderson
DANGER AND OTHER      

UNKNOWN RISKS

“It’s been a while since a book sucked me in so 
completely. The adventure, mystery, humor and 
darkness of it all left me floored. How many ways 
can I say that I loved it? Easily my favorite book of 
the year.”  - Tillie Walden

A twisty, spellbinding adventure about a girl and her dog who want to save the world, Danger 
and Other Unknown Risks is the highly anticipated YA graphic novel debut from Eisner 
Award-winning and New York Times bestselling creators Ryan North and Erica Henderson.

Here’s the deal—on midnight of January 1st, 2000, the world ended. But it wasn’t technology 
that killed it: It was magic. Now, years later, the Earth has transformed. Magic works (sort of). 
People are happy (sort of). But this new world isn’t stable, and unless Marguerite de Pruitt 
and her canine pal, Daisy, do something about, it’ll tilt into deadly chaos. Good thing they’ve 
been training their whole lives for this and are destined to succeed.

Or so they think.

Ryan North and Erica Henderson, the New York Times best-selling masterminds behind The 
Unbeatable Squirrel Girl, serve up a graphic novel that is equally laugh-out-loud adventure 
and emotional gut punch. A story about the search for truth, chosen family, and rebirth, the 
journey of Marguerite and Daisy seeks to ask one vital question: How far are you willing to 
go to save the world?
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World English: Quill Tree (March 2022)
Arabic: Mahrousa
France: Bliss Editions

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Alexandra Cooper
Format: book

Nadia Shammas & 
Sara Alfageeh
SQUIRE

“Instantly compelling. I want to live in this story 
forever.” -- Molly Ostertag, author of The Girl 
From the Sea

Aiza has always dreamt of becoming a Knight. It’s 
the highest military honor in the once-great Bayt-Sajji Empire, and as a member of the sub-
jugated Ornu people, Knighthood is her only path to full citizenship. Ravaged by famine and 
mounting tensions, Bayt-Sajji finds itself on the brink of war once again, so Aiza can finally 
enlist in the competitive Squire training program. 

It’s not how she imagined it, though. Aiza must navigate new friendships, rivalries, and rig-
orous training under the unyielding General Hende, all while hiding her Ornu background. 
As the pressure mounts, Aiza realizes that the “greater good” that Bayt-Sajji’s military prom-
ises might not include her, and that the recruits might be in greater danger than she ever 
imagined.

In this breathtaking and timely story, Aiza will have to choose, once and for all: loyalty to her 
heart and heritage, or loyalty to the Empire.

Nadia Shammas is a Palestinian American writer from Brooklyn, NY. She’s best known for 
creating CORPUS: A Comic Anthology of Bodily Ailments as well as being the writer of Ms. 
Marvel: Stretched Thin. Her work often focuses on identity, memory, and decolonizing genre 
tropes. When she’s not writing, she’s trying to perfect her cold brew recipe and win the love 
of her cats, Lilith and Dash. 

Sara Alfageeh is a Jordanian American illustrator and creative director from Boston. She’s 
passionate about history, nuances in visual storytelling, and the spaces where art and iden-
tity intersect. She’s known for her work for Marvel Comics, Star Wars, and children’s publish-
ing. While that’s cool and all—she really just wants to draw girls with swords. 
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World English: First Second (2024) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Calista Brill
Format: partial manuscript

Kyle Starks
KARATE PROM

“A rollicking, manic tour-de-force.” -Multiversity 
Comics review of “Assassin Nation” 

A kinetic debut young adult graphic novel about 
a teenager named Don who gets asked to prom 
by the Sam, the girl who kicked him in the face at 
a karate tournament - it’s basically Scott Pilgrim vs 
the World meets “Cobra Kai.”

But things aren’t so simple: Sam’s ex is Luke, the rich and popular jock who won the karate 
tournament, and Don’s former rival from karate school. Luke’ll stop at nothing to get be-
tween them. Including putting out an ad in a magazine for kung fu soldiers of fortune to 
infiltrate and ruin their prom date! (If Don, who is kinda clueless, doesn’t ruin it himself first.) 

What follows is a madcap adventure as the foes - and Sam’s exes - escalate. KARATE PROM 
is a book bursting with humor and heart, and over-the-top fight scenes.

Kyle Starks is the Eisner-nominated creator of Sexcastle (which was recently optioned for 
film, whoa!) and Rock Candy Mountain. He’s also written “Rick and Morty” and “Invader Zim,” 
among others. He lives and works in Southern Indiana.
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World English: Versify (2024) Agent: Charlie Olsen & Ben Grange @ Triada
Editor: Weslie Turner
Format: manuscript

Samuel Teer & 
Mar Julia
BROWNSTONE

When 14-year-old Almudena Brown’s moth-
er Violet is offered the lead in a dance troupe 
touring Europe in the summer, she goes for it. 
Unfortunately for Almudena, this means that she 
has to live with her estranged father Xavier. She’s 
never met him. And if she had her way, she would 
let things stay that way.

Upon arriving at Xavier’s brownstone, Almudena is shocked to discov-er that her father 
speaks only a smattering of English (and she speaks little Spanish) and that his plans for a fun 
summer entail helping him renovate the brownstone into an apartment building for those 
strug-gling in the community. Despite the language barrier and the complicated feelings to-
ward her father that Almudena is forced to confront, she and Xavier make a good team and 
begin to forge a relationship. The neighbors, all of whom are his-panic/latinx, force their way 
into Almudena’s life. Through these interactions—from bullies who think she’s “too white,” 
to old ladies in the building who want to give her a makeover—Almudena finds connections 
to her heritage and she begins to grow up into the person she’s going to be.

At its core Brownstone is about navigating the experience of being half-latinx, and figuring 
out who you are when you feel like an outsider.

Samuel Teer is a Latinx author of the graphic novel Veda: Assembly Required (Dark Horse, 
2015), and lives in Colorado with his wife.

Mar Julia is a cartoonist and illustrator who has done work for BOOM! Studios, Archaia, 
Latinographix, Power & Magic Press and Beyond Press. They live in Rhode Island.
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World English: Etch/Clarion (Fall 2023) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Kate O’Sullivan
Format: proposal (ms early 2023)

Nate Trinrud, 
Megan Trinrud, 
& Maria Nguyen
SCHOOL SPIRITS

Coming to Paramount+ as a TV series in 2023! 

A young adult graphic novel with the paranormal edge of “Sabrina the Teenage Witch” mixed 
with the sardonic teen angst of the cult classic film “Heathers.”

Maddie Graves finds herself living her own personal nightmare: she’s been murdered, she’s 
stuck haunting the halls of her least favorite place on the planet (Split River High School), 
and she’s pretty sure her ex-boyfriend killed her.

To make things even more complicated, she finds she’s not alone: she’s tethered to Split 
River High with everyone who has died in those hallowed halls over the past hundred years. 
So, Maddie’s not only dealing with the stress and angst of figuring out who is responsible for 
her unexpected death—she also has to adjust to being the new girl in the afterlife.

But Maddie’s different from the other spirits at Split River. She has an ability no other ghosts 
seem to possess—Maddie can communicate with the living. With this strange new skill, she 
works with her old friends in the living world and her new ghost acquaintances to solve the 
mystery behind her death and figure out how to get the other spirits out of Split River and 
on to…well, whatever’s next.

Nate and Megan Trinrud are a brother-sister writing duo raised in the small town of Rock 
Is-land, Illinois, a sleepy, defunct railway junction on the banks of the Mississippi River. Nate 
is a location scout for Marvel; and Meg works as an Emmy Award-winning journalist.

Maria Nguyen is a Pulitzer Prize-nominated Vietnamese-Canadian illustrator who lives in the 
suburbs just outside of Toronto. She illustratred the graphic novel used in HBO’s production 
of “Station Eleven” and has worked with clients such as The New York Times, Penguin Random 
House, Simon & Schuster, Bloomberg Businessweek, ESPN and CBC. She is also a staff illustra-
tor for the Global Press Accuracy Network.
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World English: Balzer & Bray (2023) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Jordan Brown
Format: manuscript

Magdalene 
Visaggio & 
Jenn St-Onge
THE OJJA-WOJJA: A Horror 

Mystery or Whatever

LUMBERJANES with a dash of Stephen King’s IT. 

Val Malloy is a 15-year-old autistic kid with exactly two interests: the supernatural and her 
best friend Lanie. Assigned to do a local history project, Val decides to study her small towns 
local myths and legends. She discovers a secret society dedicated to a mysterious entity 
known only as the Ojja-Wojja and then accidentally unleashes the spirit while staging a ritual 
they didn’t think would actually work!

When the Ojja-Wojja seizes control of the most popular girl in school, soon her mean-girl 
clique becomes a mind-controlled cult that beings to take over the town. (Because she’s 
popular, the misfits aren’t invited, obviously.) 

Together with the other misfits, Val must stop the Ojja-Wojja before it takes over once and 
for all… 

Magdalene Visaggio is the Eisner and GLAAD Media Award-nominated writer of the break-
out hit Kim & Kim (Black Mask Studios). She’s done work for DC, Marvel, Oni, and for Shelly 
Bond’s Femme Magnifique anthology. She lives in New York. Jenn St-Onge is the Canadian 
illustrator behind IDW’s “Jem & the Misfits” and Emet Comics’ “Finding Molly” series. She lives 
and works in Toronto.
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Picture Book
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World English: HarperCollins (July 2022) Agent: Stephen Barbara
Editor: Jill Davis
Format: PDF proof

Lenore Appelhans
THE FAMILY BUSINESS

“A lively telling is accompanied by colorful pic-
tures created in digital pen and ink; these are 
filled with funny details of the energetic raccoon 
family...kids will get a kick out of the awful food 
the family eats and the satisfying solution to 
Lucky’s problem.” -School Library Journal 

A young raccoon forges his own path in this laugh-out-loud read-aloud picture book! Lucky 
is a racoon who loves to dance, watch TV, and dream of the day he’s big enough to join the 
family business. But when Lucky finally gets his chance, his first day on the job isn’t exactly 
what he expects. And so begins a hilariously rude awakening as Lucky discovers exactly what 
his family has been up to this entire time. Is there a way to honor his family’s expectations 
while following his heart? Author Lenore Appelhans’s well-paced story is full of refrains and 
builds to a surprising finish and Ken Lamug’s adorable artwork brings this special raccoon 
and his boisterous family to life. Perfect for fans of Gaston and Wolfie the Bunny, Lucky’s 
journey is about the difficulty of balancing family expectations and being true to yourself.

Lenore Appelhans loves dancing almost as much as Lucky and would jump at the chance to 
dance with raccoons. Her father served in the United States Air Force, which gave Lenore 
an early taste of wanderlust, and to date she has visited over seventy countries. Lenore 
holds an MFA in creative writing from Vermont College of Fine Arts and is the author of 
several teen novels. Her debut picture book, Chick-o-Saurus Rex, was illustrated by Daniel 
Jennewein and was called “a good-hearted romp” by the New York Times. Lenore lives and 
writes near Washington, DC.
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World English: Scholastic (2024) Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Clarissa Wong
Format: script & dummy

Zahra Lari, 
Hadley Davis, & 
Sara Alfageeh
NOT YET: The Story of an                  

Unlikely Skater

A picture book by Zahra Lari, the first figure skater to compete in a hijab in the Olympics 
trials; Hadley Davis, who penned the classic “Ice Princess” movie that inspired her to learn to 
skate; and Sara Alfageeh, a rising star illustrator. 

When young Zahra goes to see the movie “Ice Princess” in the theater, she imagines that the 
air-conditioned theater is an ice rink and later, even though outside the desert sun is strong 
and the air is hot, she gets chills just thinking about it and she decides she wants to learn to 
skate. 

“You’re already too old,” her aunt says. “Dangerous sport, you’ll be covered in bruises,” her 
grandmother says. “There’s only one rink in the country!” her brother says. “It’s freezing in 
there!” her aunt says. “Isn’t skating expensive?” her grandfather says.

When Zahra’s uncle says “Figure skaters don’t look like you,” her wide brown eyes fill with 
frustration as she replies: “Not yet.” Illustrated with Alfageeh’s energetic  line, with colors 
that pop right off the page, we follow her story from gliding across the floors of her house 
in her socks to her first time skating…and as she repeatedly says “not yet” to naysayers - in-
cluding herself - who try to convince her to stop trying. 

Zahra Lari is the first figure skater to compete at the international level in a hijab and was 
featured on Forbes’ 30 under 30 list last year, she lives in the UAE. Hadley Davis is an author, 
essayist and screenwriter with many writing credits (including the skating classic Disney’s 
“Ice Princess.” Sara Alfageeh is a Jordanian-American illustrator and creative director, whose 
first graphic novel SQUIRE published in March through Quill Tree/HarperCollins. She is also 
the co-founder of One More Multiverse, a gaming platform.  
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Ethan Aldridge
ESTRANGED
Il Castoro/Italy
Gyldendal Norsk Forlag/Norway
Océano/Spanish
Epsilon/Turkey
THE CHANGELING KING
Gyldendal Norsk Forlag/Norway

Gus Gordon
FINDING FRANÇOIS
Penguin/ANZ
Gallimard/France
Knesebeck/Germany
ACME Publishing/Taiwan
THE PERFECT SEAT
Gallimard/France
Knesebeck/Germany
ACME Publishing/Taiwan
THE LAST PEACH
Penguin/ANZ
Beijing Yutian Hanfeng/China
Aldo Manuzio/Netherlands
SOMEWHERE ELSE
Penguin/ANZ
Editions Mijade/Belgium (French)
Shanghai Dook/China
Knesebeck/Germany
Picturebook Gongjackso/Korea
The Eastern Publishing Co/Taiwan
HERMAN AND ROSIE
Shanghai Dook/China
Gallimard/France
Knesebeck/Germany
Kinneret/Israel
Giunti/Italy
Picturebook Gongjackso/Korea
Corimbo/Spain

Jeff Lemire
ASCENDER VOL. 1-4
Dargaud/France
Splitter/Germany
Bao/Italy
Mucha Comics/Poland
G.Floy Studio/Portugal
Astiberri/Spain
DESCENDER VOL. 6
Dargaud/France
Splitter/Germany

Bao/Italy
Sigongsa/Korea
Océano/Latin America
Mucha Comics/Poland
G.Floy Studio/Portugal
Astiberri/Spain
Ithaki/Turkey
DESCENDER VOL. 5
Dargaud/France
Splitter/Germany
Bao/Italy
Sigongsa/Korea
Océano/Latin America
Mucha Comics/Poland
G.Floy Studio/Portugal
Fantastika/Russia
Astiberri/Spain
Ithaki/Turkey
DESCENDER VOL. 1-4
Intrinseca/Brazil
Beijing World Publishing/China
Dargaud/France
Splitter/Germany
Bao/Italy
Sigongsa/Korea
Océano/Latin America
Mucha Comics/Poland
G.Floy Studio/Portugal
Fantastika/Russia
Astiberri/Spain
Ithaki/Turkey
DESCENDER DELUXE EDITION VOL. 1-2
Fibra/Croatia
COSMIC DETECTIVE
Astiberri/Spain
FROGCATCHERS
Mino/Brazil
Bao/Italy
Astiberri/Spain
ROUGHNECK
Nemo/Brazil
Comics Centrum/Czech Republic
Futuropolis/France
Bao/Italy
Mucha Comics/Poland
G.Floy Studio/Portugal
Astiberri/Spain
PLUTONA
Bao/Italy

Previous Foreign Publishers
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THE NOBODY
Pipoca e Nanquim/Brazil
Futuropolis/France
Astiberri/Spain

Kevin Panetta
BLOOM
Conrad/Brazil
Editions Jungle/France
Konyvmolykepzo Kiado/Hungary
Il Castoro/Italy
Editorial Planeta/Mexico
DVP/Netherlands
Wydawnictwo Debit/Poland
PRH Portugal/Portugal
Mann, Ivanov & Ferber/Russia

Jake Wyatt
NECROPOLIS 
Editions Casterman/Belgium (French)


